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Downloadfiles[. ]Bulk Polymer
Nanostructure Polymeric materials
with micro- and/or nanoscale structures
have large thermomechanical
properties due to their nanostructure.
We add finely dispersed nanostructures
to polymers to produce bulk materials
with unique combinations of
properties. Magnetic Nanoparticles
Magnetic nanoparticles embedded into
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polymeric matrices produce bulk
materials with high magnetic storage
properties. When the magnetic
nanoparticles are aligned with the
direction of an applied magnetic field,
the nanoparticles become effectively
"frozen" in their orientation and resist
changing the field. We add magnetic
nanoparticles to polymers in bulk
material formulations to produce bulk
materials with magnetic storage
properties. Crystalline Nanoparticles
Crystalline particles larger than 10 nm
in size can be incorporated into a bulk
polymeric material. We add crystalline
nanoparticles to the polymer in bulk
material formulations to enhance the
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mechanical properties and other
properties of the polymeric material.Q:
NullGuard's "object reference not set to
an instance of an object" error in UWP
when calling instance of extension
method Here is a class library I am
importing into a Windows UWP app.
namespace MyLibrary { public class
Type { public int Id { get; set; } public
string Name { get; set; } public string
Extension { get; set; } public static
Type Create(Type type) { if (type ==
null) { return null; } else
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